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Dear members
 
PPHL – PENSION POWERED HOME LOANS
 
This is another ongoing saga. It is so distressing to the UKSU Executive when these matters go on
and on for months without final resolution and then there is the extra time spent in meetings on
such issues. UKSU believes that if there is commitment from management, then decision making
on these issues could have been speeded up.
 
So what is the current status – the BIG question? The principle of this benefit has been agreed
to, so it will happen. What is required now from management is clarity of the processes to be put
into place so that the members can begin to make use of this. 
 
At the June JCF, the ED: HR informed the UKSU that the agreement had been signed and sent to
the bank. The UKSU Executive decided not to inform members at this time and rather wait until
USKU was informed of the implementation date and how applications were to be made. Not too
long afterwards the UKSU Chair was informed by the Principal Officer of the Fund that the
incorrect document had been signed. UKSU was then told that Legal Services had given the
incorrect document for signing but this had now done correctly and submitted. Again UKSU
awaits confirmation of the implementation date. Meanwhile Alexander Forbes was contacted
last week for a status update and the response is that no replacement agreement has been
received even though Management said the signed document was sent to the bank. It is possible
that the signed agreement was sent directly to the bank and AF is not aware of this.
 
UKSU has now written to the ED: HR, providing the Alexander Forbes response, requesting an
urgent update and this will be shared with members once received.
 
The principle of pension powered home loans has been agreed on and when it is (eventually)
implemented it will be for staff on the UKZNRF. UKSU has approached the Principal Officer of the
UKZN Pension and UKZN Provident Fund (ex-UDW funds) to request that these funds also
provide this benefit for their members.
 
Regards
UKSU Executive
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